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For 5 days, 6-11 March 2006, several curators from Asian and European countries gathered in Jakarta
and Bandung. They met, discussed, talked about curators’ challenge in the field of contemporary
visual art that changes constantly. They seek for the possibility to co-operate and build network,
using the understanding of multiculturalism as background.
The workshop “Multi-faceted Curator” (MFC) was organised by Goethe-Institut Jakarta (GIJ) and
Asia-Europe Foundation (ASEF). For GIJ, MFC was a juxtaposition of its photography and visual art
project “artconneXions,” which involved several curators and photographers in a cross-cultural
activity. The output will then be showcased in the artconneXions exhibition that will be touring many
countries. In Indonesia, this event will be held in the National Museum Jakarta, from 7-28 March
2006. Meanwhile for ASEF, this was one of many Asia-Europe cultural exchanges that it has
initiated.
MFC was a big and important event for both GIJ and ASEF. ASEF, which was represented by its
cultural exchange officer Marie Le Sourd, was present and busy in making sure that everything went
well in Jakarta and Bandung. Similarly, Dr Marla Stukenberg, GIJ’s Head of Cultural Programme –
that covers South-east Asia, Australia, and New Zealand – passionately directed and followed all
workshop process. The importance of this event was highlighted by the presence of Dr Hans-Georg
Knopp, the Secretary-general of Goethe-Institut (who once was the director for the international
cultural cooperation body House of World Cultures in Berlin). Mr Knopp also showed his passion
while being involved in the discussion sessions for the full two days (6 and 7 March). As if that was
not enough, the organisers invited Dr Ute Metta Bauer, an international curator with experiences in
world-class visual art exhibitions, and also the director of Visual Art Programme in MIT. Ute, which
came as an observer, delivered two public presentations in Bandung and Jakarta in MFC (more about
Ute Meta Bauer on the article box behind).
MFC was designed as a meeting forum between curators to discuss matters related to cross-country
and cross-cultural curatorial works. The main agenda was to attempt the possibility to formulate and
apply some strategies for curatorial works, to allow an art co-operation process that is cross-cultural,
cross-country, and sustainable.
Given such agenda, it was clear that the invited curators were generally in their 30s, and had just been
active with the curatorial works in several countries for the past few years. It was hoped that they can
get to know and exchange knowledge one another, and have the opportunity to build a networking for
future projects. Indeed, the organisers intentionally created a “multiculturalistic” forum, with 10
curators representing Europe, 9 others representing Asia and 3 resource persons (one resource
curator, Dr Angelika Nollerts, was unable to come), and 7 active observers (including journalists,
writers, curators, and academicians). I came both as an observer and the representative from Visual
Arts Magazine.
Since the very first day during the welcome dinner, multiculturalism issues had been discussed,
mainly because the present participants were truly multicultural. My simple ice-breaking question,
“Where are you from?” received a far-from-simple answer. For instance, Jay Koh, one of the
resource persons, is an artist and curator with rich experience in international contemporary visual art
world. He was born, and grew up in Singapore, but has been residing in Germany for the past 20
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years, and is a German national. During the past few years, he spent most of his time working in
community-based visual art project in the military-controlled Myanmar.
How about other participants, particularly female participants who, in this workshop, dominated their
male counterpart? Just about the same. Sue Hadju is a good example. A Hungarian-descent, she was
born in Australia and finished her postgraduate study in Visual Art in Sydney. She is now busy with
the artist initiative space which she initiated in Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam. She picked a unique and
funny name for it: a little bla blah. Kyongfa Choi, a Korean-descent and Japanese-born female
participant, finished her MA in History and Art Theory in England, resides in Sweden to finish her
curatorial education there. Italian Nataline Colonnello, who read Chinese Contemporary Visual Art in
Venice University, works as critics and curator in Beijing. German Tobias Berger spent many years
managing an alternative gallery in New Zealand, and currently puts his efforts in similar projects in
Hong Kong. And there were many other participants; most of them came with these kinds of
multicultural attributes.
This underlying fact had made me believing that multicultural topics, with their complexity, would be
the center issue of the workshop. On the other hand, I was concerned on the possibility that given the
short period of the project, participants would tend to be nice to others and, as the result, lose their
critical point-of-views. I made this concern public on the Day One of the workshop that was held in
GoetheHaus auditorium, GIJ. I shared my hope to them to make this event not as a “cultural
diplomacy” field that tends to manipulate the real issues under cosmetics.
I was glad my concern did not materialise. On the Day Two (Wednesday 7 March 2006) – after a
busy Day One with introductory notes from everyone, as well as the presentation by Marie le Sourd
and Marla Stukenberg on the purpose of the workshop’s target – all participants in their own ways
showed their sharp and critical opinions within their own working groups. The three working group
were given a specific topic to be discussed, namely “Identity,” “Art and Language” and
“Local/Global.” Backed by variety of comments and arguments in each group, in general each
participant emphasised that all these cross-cultural differences might be hard to be compromised, and
instead must be accepted as the problematic fact for future curatorial projects. The next question was
then: What is the role that curator can, and will take, given such fact? Or, as Ute Meta Bauer put it in
a more fundamental question to all participants: What is the purpose of us doing curatorial works?
It was indeed difficult to find answers for these questions. The discussion was going on without any
conclusive results. Nevertheless, on the sideline chat with some participants, I received the
impression that they had started to understand that cross-cultural curatorial works is a complex issue.
The same sentiment was felt in the group presentations, in which all presenters showed potential
problems with curatorial works that intersect with complexity of history, culture, socio-politics, and
economics elements.
In Day Three (8 March 2006), the session was filled with other complex issue. Three groups were
again formed, each discussed issue on “Cross-Cultural Curating,” “New Strategies in Curatorial
Works” and “New Ways of Representation.” By throwing out these themes, the organisers and
resource persons seemed to hope participants would have a clear continuation path from the previous
days’ discussion, and from here, they could start to find a proper approach to answer the problems.
As expected, it was difficult to come out with a definite result in this session. The discussion
continued at the Selasar Sunaryo Bandung at the following day. Probably due to the quiet and
convenient ambience offered by Selasar Sunaryo, some ideas on possible approaches had surfaced
during this session. These approached were imagined to become strategic departure points for crosscultural curatorial co-operation. Some of which are: curators as mediators in cross-cultural dialogue
process; curators as interpreters/translators in different fields; curators as tourists; inter-disciplinary
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cross-cultural curatorial works; and community as the platform for contemporary visual art work that
will bond “social interests” together. The similar issue of community was also brought by Uta Meta
Bauer in her presentation in French Cultural Center (CCF) Bandung (9 March 2006).
Eventually, this happening and entertaining workshop must come to an end, resulting in no
agreement on solid projects. Nevertheless, the interaction and dialogue process between participants,
be it formal or informal, had opened the unintended opportunity for future co-operation. I personally
believed that after this light chitchatting and that dancing around following the rhythm from DJ
Asung from Ruang Rupa (as part of the farewell party in GIJ, Saturday 11 March 2006), there were
ideas and plans inside everybody’s mind, something that would be realised in God-knows-when.
The following days, when everyone was for sure late to wake up after the “heavy party” in previous
night, all the resource persons and organisers – Jay Koh, Nina Möntmann, Rifky Effendy, Ute Meta
Bauer, Marie le Sourd and Marla Stukenberg – would have to meet for an evaluation meeting. I had
no idea whatsoever on what might be the result of this meeting, but I hoped that they share the same
excitement with all the participants on the project, and they would like to create a continuation for
this important and precious workshop. I also hoped that more young Indonesian curators would be
involved in the future. With the limited resources available to Indonesian curators, projects like MFC
are precious rooms of learning for them – also for their South-east Asian counterparts who may be
left behind in field of contemporary visual art curatorial practices.
Epilog
Few days after the event, the supple and energetic Marie le Sourd announced a mailing list for all
participants. In the midst of exchanging email thereafter, Kyongfa wrote from Sweden: “I am still
interested with the idea of Airport Biennale…” something that had been discussed during the
workshop, “…I believe there will be an opportunity for all of us to have some interesting stuff in that
event.” The following day, artist and curator Riel Hilario from Philippines asked me to join him to
build a South-east Asian contemporary visual art information network, and also possibly a visual art
project, and added that Malaysian Nur Hanim had also shown her interest to help out. French Karen
Detton asked if anyone might be interested to join her on-going visual art project in France. Marie le
Sourd – again – hinted that ASEF still had budget of 5000 Euro to support the realisation of the idea
from the workshop. Well well well…
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